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Abstract:  

In this present work, we have decided to design and analysis of Gas turbine internal cooling passage using 
Computational Fluid Dynamics. Already there are various types of cooling methods are used in turbine blades. 
One of the most commonly used methods is internal cooling of the turbine blades. In that trailing edge is an 
important role to cool but the difficult is to design the cooling passage. So we decided to design and analysis of 
two pass trapezoidal smooth channel with different inlet and outlet width and 88º tilted divider wall which is 
separate the two channel. The L shape and opening in the L shape divider wall is introduced to cool the trailing 
edge .The advantage of this channel reduces the temperature rate in the trailing edge and also the channel  by 
using the tilted divider wall. In the first three cases inlet width is less than that of outlet width and the next three 
cases inlet width is greater than that of outlet width. This model is designed and analyzed by using ANSYS 
FLUENT and the flow testing analyzed at the range of Reynolds number 10 X 105. The flow is considered 
incompressible, three dimensional, turbulent and steady with constant thermodynamic properties. When 
analysis the different cases we concluded that the design of L shape divider wall with the inlet width is greater 
than that of outlet width is more efficient and reduce the temperature rate.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Trailing Edge Cooling 

   The cooling of a complete blade is a difficult task, but the most difficult region is the trailing 

edge. The treatment is difficult not only due to heat transfer problems but also due to the 

aerodynamic losses. The trailing edge needs cooling but at the same time structural rigidity. 

Trailing edge cooling designs are tradeoffs between aerodynamic efficiency and heat transfer 

effectiveness. The aerodynamic losses associated with the trailing edge enforce the requirement of 

a narrow and smooth trailing edge. Thinning of the trailing edge of the blade reduces the intensity 

of edge wake. This results in reduction of energy losses for mixing. This low thickness of the 

trailing edge results in the limitation of the magnitude of the conduction to internal cooling 

passage as well as the size of the passage.  

1.2. Conjugate Heat Transfer 

    In case of gas turbine blades, the temperature gradient within the solid body and temperatures at 

the surface of the blade is important to obtain in order to design the cooling configuration which is 

useful for minimizing the maximum temperatures as well as the gradients. One method to obtain it 

is to perform a decoupled analysis of the blade external flow, the blade internal flow and the 

analysis of the heat conduction in the blade itself. This can be done by assuming a constant wall 

temperature and calculating heat transfer coefficients. These heat transfer coefficients can then be 

used to calculate the wall temperatures of the solid. The new wall temperatures can then be used 

to correct the heat transfer coefficients value. Several iterations may be required to get a 

converged solution. Alternatively, a conjugate heat transfer approach can be used, which refers to 

the interaction between the conduction inside a solid surface and the flow of fluid along it. The 

Conjugate heat transfer approach has been used by many researchers to predict the thermal 

conditions of the blade.  

1.3. Scope and Objective of the Present Work 

In the present work, Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) based numerical work 

concentrated firstly on the flow and heat transfer in two-pass trapezoidal channel with tilted 

divider wall at 88° and introduced an L shape divider wall to separate the two channels. 

Variation in Divider Wall 

 Case1:Tilted divider wall at 88° (Win<Wout) 

 Case2:Tilted divider wall at 88° and L shape  impingment at corner(Win<Wout) 

 Case3:Tillted divider wall at 88° and opening L shape impingment at corner(Win<Wout) 

 Case4:Tilted divider wall at 88° (Win>Wout) 

 Case5:Tilted divider wall at 88° and L shape  impingment at corner(Win>Wout) 

 Case6:Tilted divider wall at 88° and opening L shape impingment at corner(Win>Wout) 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The gas turbine industry is always seeking to increase the thermal efficiency of the gas 

turbine. One of the ways is by increasing the turbine inlet temperature. Increasing the operating 

temperatures however leads to some major problems. The melting temperature of most materials 

is far less than the design operating temperatures of the gas turbine. In addition to that the rapid 

spatial variations in temperature within the blade can create thermal stresses which can be in 

dangerous limits. In order to tackle the problems related to thermal stresses, oxidation and creep 

which limit the lifetime of turbines, cooling of the blades is required. 

Adequate reliability and life are difficult to achieve, but demonstrator engines have been 

run for short periods. Ceramic rotor blades have been investigated for the use in stationary gas 

turbines for power values up to about 5MW, and field tests were carried out in the late 1990s. 

About 1000 hours of endurance running were achieved, before the blade was destroyed by impact 

of a small object which broke loose within the combustor. It appears that ceramic blades are 

subject to brittle failure. 

2.1. Cooling methods for Gas Turbine Blades 

The thermal efficiency as well as power output of a gas turbine increases with the gas temperature 

which leaves the combustor. Today gas turbines are being operated at a Turbine Inlet Temperature 

(TIT) as high as 1850 K. Since modern alloys can withstand up to about 1350 K, an efficient 

cooling of the turbine parts is required to protect the blades and vanes from thermal failure. Gas 

turbine blades are cooled with the combination of a number of traditional cooling concepts 

2.1.1. Internal Cooling 

Internal cooling, as depicted by its name, cools down the blade by the flow of a fluid inside a 

cavity, provided in a blade or vane of a turbine. The main aim is to decrease the temperature of the 

blade surface by increasing the heat transfer from the blade surface to the coolant. Air is drawn 

from the compressor and is fed through serpentine passages within the coolant passages of the 

airfoil. This removes the heat by convection. In most cases, the coolant is then ejected at the blade 

tip, through trailing edge cooling slots or through film cooling holes on the airfoil surface.  

2.2. Different Internal Cooling Configurations 

2.2.1. Radial Flow 

Due to cost and manufacturing constraints, initial cooling systems were forced to be based 

on radial hole schemes where radial holes inside the blade profile were produced. Forced 

convection through the radial holes may not be sufficient for high thermal load applications. Even 

at low thermal loads, this simple cooling arrangement is likely to induce high temperature 

gradients between the airfoil surface and the cooling hole locations. 

2.2.2Multi-Pass Serpentine Cooling 

An improved cooling arrangement compared to the radial cooling hole arrangement is the 

multi pass serpentine cooling configuration. Here the coolant enters the airfoil through the blade 

root inlet. Than it passes through multiple circuits, cooling the mid-body of the airfoil before 
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being ejected out of the airfoil through the root again, In addition to that, for more advance 

cooling design the coolant also leave the blade through the main body film holes or trailing edge 

slots.                                     

2.2.3. Enhanced Internal Cooling 

With increasing gas inlet temperature, a need was felt for more different ways to cool gas 

turbine blades. Therefore, keeping the basic concept the internal cooling intact, additional 

enhancement techniques were implemented. These includes introduction of ribs in the mid-span of 

the blade, allowing coolant to impinge at the leading edge (and in some cases at trailing edge) and 

placing pins at the trailing edge.  

3. COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF FLUID FLOW 

The method used in the current study is primarily numerical. Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD) helps in the designing of cooling configurations in a gas turbine blade with 

predictions about the trends of the flow and heat transfer. The added advantage in using CFD is 

the 3D flow results compared to single measured points in experiments, which is useful in 

designing more efficient augmented heat transfer channels. In this thesis work, ANSYS FLUENT 

code was used as a CFD solver while ANSYS workbench was used for mesh generation. 

4. TWO PASS CHANNEL AND DIVIDER WALL CONFIGURATION 

4.1 General Condition 

Length of the channel                  -  75mm 

Tilted divider wall angle              -  88 degree  

Divider wall to tip length             -  6mm 

Height of the channel                   - 7.6mm 

Divider wall width                      -  0.8mm 

4.2 For the case 1 to 3 

Case1: Tilted divider wall at 88 degree (Win<Wout) 

Case2: Tilted divider wall at 88 degree and L shape impingement at corner (Win<Wout) 

Case3: Tilted divider wall at 88 degree and opening L shape impingement at corner (Win<Wout) 

Inlet width                                 -  5.86mm 

Outlet width                               -  7.91mm 

4.3 For the case 4 to 6 

Case4: Tilted divider wall at 88 degree(Win>Wout) 

Case5:Tilted divider wall at 88 degree and L shape  impingement at corner (Win>Wout) 

Case6:Tilted divider wall at 88 degree and opening L shape impingement at corner (Win>Wout) 
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Inlet width                                  - 7.91mm 

Outlet width                                - 5.86mm 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS  

ANSYS FLUENT was used to solve the numerical problem. This code uses the finite volume 

method to solve the governing equations describing the fluid flow and heat transfer under given 

boundary conditions. The realizable k-e turbulence model with enhanced wall treatment was 

applied for turbulence modelling. Enhanced wall treatment is a method to model the near wall 

region that combines a two-layer model with enhanced wall functions. 

 

5.1. Boundary Conditions 

For a general conjugate heat transfer problem, the flow conditions of the inner as well as outer 

flows are known and these are used to calculate the heat transfer coefficients at the inner and outer 

surfaces of the geometric domain.  

Table 1 Wall boundary conditions applied to all cases 

       Wall Heat transfer 

coefficient (W/m
2
 K) 

Bulk temperature 

of hot gas (K) 

Side wall 1770 653 

Trailing Edge 2777 1374 

Bottom Wall 2950 1374 

Tip Wall 3000 1374 

At the inlet of the channel, Reynolds number is 10 X 10
5
. The corresponding mass flow rate at the 

inlet is used as boundary condition while the temperature of the fluid is 653K. Symmetry is 

introduced at the top of the computational domain, which helped in reducing the computational 

effort. The flow is considered as incompressible, three dimensional, turbulent and steady with 

constant thermal physical properties. The working fluid is superheated steam with degree of 

superheat equal to 204K and absolute pressure equal to 905kPa. The Prandtl number of the fluid 

under these conditions is 0.94. 

5.2. Conditions for the Inviscid Model 

 INLET CONDITION       - VELOCITY INLET 

 OUTLET CONDITON      -  OUTFLOW 

 SIDE SURFACE               -  WALL 
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 BOTTOM SURFACE       -  WALL 

 TOP SURFACE                -  SYMMITERY  

 TRAILING EDGE             -  WALL 

 TIP SURFACE                  - WALL 

 MODEL                             -  INVISCID 

 TIME                                  -  STEADY FLOW 

 SOLUTION                       -  FIRST ORDER UPWIND 

 REFERENCE ZONE         -  FLUID 

5.3. Analysis of different cases 

Case1: Tilted divider wall at 88 degree (Win<Wout) 

 

Fig. 1 Static Temperature 

Case2: Tilted divider wall at 88 degree and L shape impingement at corner (Win<Wout) 

 

Fig. 2 Static Temperature 
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Case3: Tilted divider wall at 88 degree and opening L shape impingement at corner (Win<Wout) 

 

Fig.3 Static Temperature 

Case4: Tilted divider wall at 88 degree (Win>Wout)  

                                       

         Fig. 4 Static Temperature 

Case5: Tilted divider wall at 88 degree and L shape impingement at  corner (Win>Wout) 

             

Fig.5 Static Temperature 
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Case6: Tilted divider wall at 88 degree and opening L shape impingement at corner (Win>Wout) 

                

Fig.6 Static Temperature 

6. GRAPHS FOR THE DIFFERENT CASES 

6.1. Average Temperature Vs Various Cases 

 

Fig.7. Average Temperature Vs Various cases 

6.2. Maximum Temperature Vs Various Cases 

                                    

     Fig.8. Maximum Temperature Vs Various Cases 
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6.3. Average Pressure Vs Various Cases 

        

    Fig.9. Average Pressure Vs Various Cases 

   6.4. Maximum Pressure Vs Various Cases 

             

Fig.10 Maximum Pressure Vs Various Cases     

     6.5. Average Velocity Vs Various Cases 

             

Fig. 11 Average Velocity Vs Various Cases 
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     6.6. Maximum Velocity Vs Various Cases 

            

Fig 12 Maximum Velocity Vs Various Cases 

7. CONCLUSION 

Numerical analyses are performed in this work to design internal cooling channels for effective 

heat transfer in the trailing edge region of gas turbine blades. Furthermore, to accommodate more 

channels in the chord-wise direction of the blade, the effect of a reduction in width of the outlet 

pass of the two-pass rectangular channel on heat transfer and pressure drop is numerically 

analysed. A design of a two-pass trapezoidal channel with internal cooling has been recommended 

after proposing and numerically evaluating a number of different configurations. 

Conjugate heat transfer analyses is helpful in calculating the metal temperatures, thus it can be 

applied where the design question is to limit the metal temperature. Such a study was performed 

where the aim of the design process was to bring the wall temperatures below a target value in the 

trailing edge of a real engine vane operated under the real engine conditions. Different concepts 

were developed that are modifications were made to the basic case to achieve the target. The best 

arrangement to cool the trailing edge under given conditions is to provide a staggered arrangement 

of smooth channel with L-shaped tapered divider wall with a converging opening in it. Thus it is 

concluded that the best design of trailing edge internal cooling is the case 5 which is more 

efficiency than the other cases and it can withstand more temperature. 
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